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1. OFFICIAL RULES: 
a. Official NSA Fastpitch rules will be followed with the exceptions contained 

within these rules. 

2. EQUIPMENT: 
a. League approved, eleven (11) inch, synthetic or leather covered ball “Optic 

Yellow” in color. 
b. League approved fastpitch softball bat with NSA and/or USSSA approved logo. 
c. NOCSAE approved batting helmet and face guard. 
d. NOCSAE approved Catcher’s gear consisting of Hockey Style or regular Catcher’s 

Mask, Chest Protector, and Shin Guards. 
e. ALL UNIFORM SHIRTS WILL BE, LIKE IN COLOR AND HAVE A NUMBER 
f. Fielding Masks required for ALL DEFENSIVE POSITIONS 

3. FIELD SET-UP: 
a. MANAGERS AND COACHES FROM BOTH THE HOME AND VISITING TEAMS ARE 

RESPONSIBLE FOR BOTH THE SET-UP AND CLEANUP OF THE FIELD PRIOR TO 
AND AFTER GAME.  

b. Playing surfaces must be prepared in the following manner prior to the start of 
every game: 

i. Bases will be positioned at sixty (60) feet apart. 
ii. The pitcher’s mound will be placed at thirty-five (35) feet from Home 

Plate. 
iii. An eight (8) foot radius circle will be placed around the Pitcher’s mound, 

measured from the front of the mound. 
iv. The orange “Safety Base” must be used at 1st base with the orange part 

in foul territory. 
v. A Coach’s box, fifteen (15) feet in length and three (3) feet wide, 

measured from the Home Plate side of 1st and 3rd base, towards Home 
Plate and run parallel to, but eight (8) feet away from the 1st and 3rd 
base foul lines. 

vi. A line is drawn parallel to and three (3) feet from the 1st base foul line, 
starting at a point half the distance between Home Plate and 1st base. 
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4. THE GAME: 
a. A regulation game for the Junior Division will consist of six (6) innings,  or 

one (1) hour and thirty (30) minutes, whichever comes first. 
i. An “Official” game has occurred after 3 completed innings or 

minimum sixty (60) minutes of game play, whichever comes first. 
In the event of a shortened game (e.g. weather) the result will 
revert to the last completed inning.  An inning will be considered 
complete if the home team is up to bat and in the lead even if 3 
outs have not been made. 

b. A “Mercy” rule will be applied if there is a twelve (12) run margin after 
three (3) innings or ten (10) run margin after 4 innings or (8) after 5 
innings 

c. If an inning is in progress, it must be completed regardless of the time 
limit expiration; unless the team trailing deficit is more than 6 runs then 
inning is over. However if any team has not completed 1 full rotation of 
the batting order they may bat remaining batters.  ALL players will bat at 
least once per game..  

d. In the event the game is tied at the end of regulation time or innings, the 
game will be recorded as a tie. Exception:  Tournament play where the 
international tie-breaker procedure will be utilized until a winner is 
determined. 

e. A team must start a game with ten (10) players, when available; however, 
a team may start play with no less than Eight (8) players.  

f. You may sub up to 10 players to start a game Refer to section 8 
Substitution. Max of 4 subs allowed. 

g. A team will be given ten (10) minutes from the scheduled start time to 
have at least eight (8) players present and prepared to play before a 
forfeit is called. 
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5. PITCHING: 
a. Pitchers can use any legal pitching motion required by Official 

NSA/USSSA Fast Pitch Rules. An illegal pitch will result in a conference, 
but no penalty to the pitcher.  

b. Manager or Coach must “Coach Pitch” from the pitcher’s plate or rubber. 
i. The same coach must coach pitch the entire inning   

ii. The pitcher must position herself to either the left, right, or behind 
the pitching plate and within the pitching circle, while the 
opposing team’s coach is pitching to his/her batter. 

c. Regardless of players age player MUST be in Full Catcher’s gear while 
warming up a pitcher 

d. Pitchers can pitch two (2) consecutive innings only, with a maximum of 3 
innings per game. Tournament play: No inning limits on pitchers 

e. One pitch thrown constitutes an inning pitched. 
f. Hit by Pitch (HBP) if the batter is HBP it will be counted as an automatic 

ball 4, the coach will come in and pitch the remaining strike count.  
g. If the pitcher hits 3 batters in an inning, she cannot pitch for the 

remainder of that inning, but may return to pitch in another inning.   

6. BATTING: 
a. Each player on a team’s roster and present for the game will be listed on 

the batting order and bat for the entire game. If a player arrives after the 
game has started, she will be placed at the end of the batting order. 

b. No team may score more than seven (6) runs per inning at which time the 
half inning is over 

c. Official NSA Fastpitch rules are followed with the exception of the BASE-
ON-BALLS. When the batter has a count of four (4) balls, the batter will 
keep her strike count and will receive the amount of pitches from her 
manager/coach that remain on her strike count. The manager/coach, who 
will assume the pitching role, will be limited to a member of the team’s 
coaching staff for that game, and must remain the same person 
throughout the inning.  The umpire will continue to call foul balls and 
strikes and the batter will have the liability of being struck out. Each 
Coach pitch is considered a strike regardless of location.  Foul balls do 
NOT count on 3rd strike. 

d. When a manager/coach is on the field, pitching to his/her batter, the 
manager/coach is allowed to coach only the batter. The manager/coach 
will not be allowed to coach any of the runners and once the batter 
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becomes a runner, the manager/coach can no longer coach that player 
from the pitching circle. The manager/coach MUST remain on the field, in 
the pitching circle until the play is over or ruled dead. The 
manager/coach will become part of the playing field and if hit with or 
comes in contact with the ball, the ball will remain a live ball and in play. 
The manager/coach is required to leave the field once the play is over. 
The manager/coach will then resume their normal coaching positions. 

e. Bunting is allowed Off Player Pitch only, During Coach Pitch Bunting is 
NOT allowed off player pitches 

f. A batter should always maintain control of her bat. A batter who, in the 
opinion of the umpire, throws her bat AND creates a dangerous situation 
will be subject to the following: 

i. 1st offense, umpire warns Both benches. 
ii. Each subsequent offense AFTER results in batter being out (NOTE:  

this rule should be enforced only if a dangerous situation is being 
created by the batters actions and a warning does not rectify the 
situation.  This age remains instructional and umpires should go 
out of their way to avoid calling outs unless player safety is being 
jeopardized significantly) 

g. All batters/runners MUST keep their helmets on while outside of dugout. 
Umpires should warn batters of this rule if an infraction is identified and 
coaches should monitor their teams to ensure player safety.  Continued 
violation of this rule will result in the ejection of the manager.  Umpires 
should use this only as a last resort if a dangerous situation is being 
created. 

h. There will be no dropped third strike or infield fly rule used during this 
game. 
 
 
 
 

7. BASE RUNNING: 
a. An out may be made at any base; however, all play stops after a defensive 

player has control of the ball and is in the pitching circle. Until that time, 
the baserunners may advance at their own risk, unless they are put out. 

b. Stealing and sliding are allowed. In addition, pursuant to the umpire’s 
judgment, NSA rules regarding sliding in certain situations will be 
enforced. (Umpire Discretion) When a defensive player has the ball and is 
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waiting for the runner and the runner remains on her feet and 
deliberately, with great force, crashes into the defensive player, the 
runner is declared out. The ball is dead, and all other runners must return 
to the last base touched at the time of the collision. PENALTY: If, in the 
umpire’s opinion, the act is determined to be flagrant, the offender is 
ejected from the game.  

i. Runners can “Lead-off” & “Steal” bases with the following 
restrictions: 

1. Runners may only advance one base at a time per pitch at 
their own peril, however if the runner advances more than 
one base and touches the subsequent base they are 
immediately out. 

a. Stealing home is not allowed, however a runner may 
lead off on a pitched ball at their own peril and if 
thrown behind is permitted to advance to home and 
score the run 

2. Runners may not steal if team is up by 10 runs.  
a. If the runner advances and touches the subsequent 

base they are Automatically out.  
3. If the runner DOES NOT touch the subsequent base, they 

may return to previous base without being Automatically 
out but are under peril of being put out 

ii. Runners will be subject to “Hesitation” and “Leaving Early” calls by 
Umpires. 

iii. Sliding is allowed and recommended to avoid collisions. 
iv. Leading off and stealing is not allowed during coach pitch. 

c. Managers/coaches are to remain in the coach’s box while the ball is in 
play. The first offense will result in the manager/coach being warned. The 
second offense will result in the manager/coach being ejected. 

d. All play stops when any defensive player has control of the ball and is in 
the pitching circle.  

e. A runner may take one extra base per Defensive play on an over 
thrown ball or error.  1 Base per Defensive play. A defensive play is 
considered to be a throw to a base or any other player.  Before the 
first defensive play is made runners may proceed at the peril of 
being put out.\ 
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8. SUBSTITUTION: 
a. Subs, bench players must be substituted into the defense every other 

inning after the 1st inning.  A violation of the above could result in the 
ejection of the manager.  ALL PLAYERS MUST PLAY INFIELD AT LEAST 1 
INNING PER GAME (exception:  borrowed players) 

b. Players from other teams in same Division or immediate lower division 
with prior board and parent approval only may be used as Substitutes as 
follows: 

i. A maximum of 4 player substitutions and up to 10 players is 
allowed. 

ii. Players pulled to fill a roster spot, must bat last in the order and 
play in the outfield only. 

c. Courtesy runners may be used for Pitcher, Catcher, or injured player 
i. Courtesy runner must be last out, unless it is the pitcher or 

catcher, then it is next to last out 
ii. If no out is recorded in current inning, then it is the player furthest 

away in batting order 
iii. Courtesy runner is STRONGLY recommended for the catcher when 

2 outs are recorded in current inning. 

9. INJURY/ILLNESS: 
a. In the event a player is injured or becomes ill during the game, one of the 

following will occur: 
i. If the removal of the injured/ill player leaves the team with eight 

(8) or more players, the player is skipped in the batting order with 
no penalty. 

ii. If the removal of the injured/ill player leaves the team with less 
than (8) players an automatic out will be called each time the 
removed players spot in the lineup comes up to bat (exception:  
automatic out cannot be the 3rd out of an inning) 
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